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Determination of set-membership identifiability sets
Laleh Ravanbod, Nathalie Verdie`re and Carine Jauberthie
Abstract. This paper concerns the concept of set-membership identifiability introduced in [4].
Given a model, a set-membership identifiable set is a connected set in the parameter domain of
the model such that its corresponding trajectories are distinct to trajectories arising from its com-
plementary. For obtaining the so-called set-membership identifiable sets, we propose an algorithm
based on interval analysis tools. The proposed algorithm is decomposed into three parts namely
mincing, evaluating and regularization ([6]). The latter step has been modified in order to obtain
guaranteed set-membership identifiable sets. Our algorithm will be tested on two examples.
Keywords. Set-membership identifiability, Interval Analysis.
1. Introduction
The concept of identifiability is important for insuring that a mathematical model is well-defined in
the sense that there exists an unambiguous mapping between its parameters and the output trajecto-
ries. This concept insures that parameters estimation procedure will succeed and will give trustable
results [14]. However, uncertainties on the knowledge of measures or parameters for example, have
to be considered in the numerical procedure. The stochastic framework can take into account these
uncertainties but with appropriate assumptions about noise and model error distributions. However,
some uncertainties are better characterized by simple bounds. For example, tolerances on parameter
values are provided by the manufacturer as lower and upper bounds corresponding to the inherent
variability of production line. That is why set-membership (SM) models, in which errors and dis-
turbances affecting a dynamical system are represented by prior bounds, represent an advantageous
alternative to stochastic framework. Moreover, success of operational estimation methods developed
these last years on SM models confirm their interest, for example [15, 13]. Even theoretical concepts
can be treated by interval analysis as the injectivity of a differentiable function. For example, in
[9], a numerical algorithm based on interval analysis is presented to determine domains on which a
differentiable function is injective and thus, can permit to study the structural identifiability of para-
metric models. Their algorithms partition the study domain into two domains: an undetermined one
on which the function is not proved to be injective and a domain on which the function is injective.
The concept of identifiability of bounded-error uncertain models has been introduced in ([2],[4]).
In [4], two definitions named SM and µ-SM-identifiability have been proposed. The first one is
purely conceptual whereas the second one subsumes classical identifiability and can be put in corre-
spondence with interval based parameter estimation methods. A SM-identifiable set is a connected
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set of the parameter domain such that the trajectories that it generates are distinct to trajectories aris-
ing from its complementary. Thus, the search of global (µ-)SM-identifiable sets permits to determine
regions in the parameter space leading to an unique behavior of the corresponding trajectories com-
pared to the rest of parameter space. In practice, it can be important to know if the feasible parameter
set is reduced to one connected set or not and in which regions of the parameter space it is located,
while taking into account the uncertainties. For example, this knowledge can be useful for doing
SM identification and parameter estimation (see for instance [17, 16, 11, 13]) or detection [5]. The
aim of this paper is to determine numerically these SM-identifiable connected sets that correspond
to different output behaviors for the considered system. For doing this, a method based on differ-
ential algebra is proposed. This method consists in linking the µ-SM-identifiability/SM- identifia-
bility definitions to the partial injectivity/restricted-partial injectivity of a real rational function. The
definition of partial injectivity has been introduced in [9] and characterizes perfectly the concept of
µ-SM-identifiability. We have completed this definition in introducing the notion of restricted-partial
injectivity for characterizing the concept of SM-identifiability.
In order to determine numerically these SM-identifiable sets, we have implemented an algorithm
composed of three steps ([6]): the mince step, the evaluate step and the regularize step. Indeed, the
method consists in calculating the image of the real rational function obtained by the theoretical part.
However, it is well-known that it is not always an easy task since interval analysis does not provide
any inclusion test for the point test y ∈ f(X). In [6], they propose three steps in order to obtain
a guaranteed inclusion box containing the image of a continuous function. The first step, named
mincing consists in building a non-minimal regular subpaving. The second one, the evaluate step,
computes the image of a box by the inclusion function. The third one, the regularize step, computes
a regularize subpaving containing the image of the inclusion function. However, If we keep their
algorithm, the obtained boxes, supposed to correspond to SM-identifiable sets will be composed of
non desired parts, that is parts of non SM-identifiable sets. That is why, an algorithm to find a regular
internal subpaving is proposed in this step.
The paper is organized as follows. After having recalled the SM-identifiability definitions in
the second section, a method based on differential algebra is proposed in order to determine the SM-
identifiable sets. This method is based on a proposition linking the (µ-)SM-identifiability and the
(restricted-)partial injectivity of a real rational function. In Section 3, we present our algorithm based
on guaranteed numerical computation to find the SM-identifiable sets in the feasible parameters set
of a model. In the fourth part, illustrative examples show the efficiency of our algorithm.
2. The concept of set-membership identifiability
In this section, we recall the notion of SM-identifiability published in [4, 5] for the class of systems
formalized by (2.1) :
Γ =

x˙(t, p) = g(x(t, p), u(t), p),
y(t, p) = h(x(t, p), p),
x(t0, p) = x0 ∈ X0,
p ∈ P ⊂ UP ,
t0 ≤ t ≤ T,
(2.1)
where :
• x(t, p) ∈ Rn and y(t, p) ∈ Rm denote the state variables and the outputs at time t respectively.
• u(t) ∈ Rr is the input vector at time t.
• the initial conditions x0, if any, are supposed to belong to a bounded set X0.
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• the vector of parameters p belongs to a connected set P supposed to be included in UP where
UP is an a priori known set of admissible parameters. UP is either included in Rp or equal to
Rp.
• the functions g and h are real and analytic 1 on M , where M is an open set of Rn such that
x(t, p) ∈M for every t ∈ [t0, T ] and p ∈ P . T is a finite or infinite time bound.
Afterwards, P c will design the complementary of P in the considered space.
2.1. Definitions
The definitions that are proposed are given in the case of controlled systems but they can be stated
similarly in the case of uncontrolled systems. In these definitions, Y
Γ
(P, u) denotes the set of outputs,
solution of Γ with the input u, where P represents a connected set of Rp. Y
Γ
(P, u) is also called the
output behavior of Γ arising from P . P ∗ is a connected set of Rp.
Definition 2.1. The model Γ given by (2.1), P ∗ 6= ∅, P ∗ ⊆ UP , is globally SM-identifiable if there
exists an input u such that YΓ(P ∗, u) 6= ∅ and YΓ(P ∗, u)∩YΓ(P˜ , u) 6= ∅, P˜ ⊆ UP =⇒ P ∗∩P˜ 6= ∅.
The previous definition expresses that a connected set P ∗ is globally SM-identifiable if the
output behavior of Γ arising from P ∗, i.e. the output behavior of Γ for any p ∈ P ∗, is distinguishable
from the output behavior of Γ arising from its complementary set P ∗c, i.e. Y
Γ
(P ∗, u) and Y
Γ
(P ∗c, u)
do not share any identical output trajectory.
Let us now consider a nonempty bounded connected set Π of Rp and d a classical metric on
Rp [1], [12]. On the metric space (Π, d), let µ be a continuous map from Π to Π. µ is a contraction
if there is a nonnegative number k < 1 such that for all pi1, pi2 in Π, d(µ(pi1), µ(pi2)) < kd(pi1, pi2)
[12]. Let us also define the diameter of Π by the least upper bound of {d(pi1, pi2), pi1, pi2 ∈ Π}.
In the following definition, the set P ∗ is supposed to be a bounded connected set and µ is a
contraction from P ∗ to P ∗.
Definition 2.2. The nonempty bounded connected set P ∗ ⊆ UP is globally µ-SM-identifiable if, for
all contractions µ from P ∗ to P ∗, µ(P ∗) is globally SM-identifiable.
Under the conditions of definition 2.2, we may equivalently say that the model Γ given by (2.1)
is globally µ-SM-identifiable with respect to P ∗.
Definition 2.2 differs from definition 2.1 in the sense that the set P ∗ may be reduced as small
as desired by the contraction µ while still retaining the property of SM-identifiability. This is true
by Banach fixed-point theorem, which implies that the diameter of µ(P ∗) tends to zero [12]. In
this case, µ-SM-identifiability meets classical identifiability and, interestingly, it means that clas-
sical identifiability holds for any p ∈ P ∗. In [4], it has been proven that the µ-SM-identifiability
is equivalent to the classical identifiability (see [10] for a good survey of this definition), that the
µ-SM-identifiability implies the global SM-identifiability but the reciprocal is not true.
In Figure 1, the setsAi, i = 1, . . . , 5 are SM-identifiable and our aim is to determine F={F0 =
A0, F1 = A1, F2 = A3}. This list constitutes a list of SM-identifiable sets such that the trajectories
generated by these connected sets are distinct to their complementary.
2.2. Partial injectivity
The definition of partial injectivity of a function has been introduced in [8]. This notion perfectly
characterizes µ-SM-identifiability. A second definition named restricted-partial injectivity completes
the first one and characterizes the global SM-identifiability.
Definition 2.3. Consider a function f : A → B and any set A1 ⊆ A. The function f is said to be a
partial injection of A1 over A, noted (A1,A)-injective, if ∀a1 ∈ A1, ∀a ∈ A,
a1 6= a⇒ f(a1) 6= f(a).
1This assumption is important at section 2.3 for the use of differential algebra.
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FIGURE 1. Example of SM-identifiable sets
f is said to be A-injective if it is (A,A)-injective.
In [9], an algorithm based on interval analysis for testing the injectivity of a given differentiable
function is presented and a solver called ITVIA (Injectivity Test Via Interval Analysis) implemented
in C++ is mentioned. From a given function, the solver partitions a given box into two domains:
a domain on which the function is partially injective and an indeterminate domain on which the
function may or not be injective. When the latter is empty, the function is injective over the initial
box.
In order to characterize the global SM-identifiability, the notion of restricted-partial injectivity is
introduced. The algorithm proposed in [8], can be easily adapted for testing this new definition. In
this definition, Ac1 designs the complementary of A1 in A.
Definition 2.4. Consider a function f : A → B and any set A1 ⊆ A. The function f is said to be a
restricted-partial injection of A1 over Ac1 or a (A1,A)-restricted injection if :
∀a1 ∈ A1, ∀a ∈ Ac1, f(a1) 6= f(a).
In section 3, the algorithm proposed in [9] is taken again and adapted to determine the non
µ-SM-identifiable parameters domains.
2.3. Method for analyzing the (µ-)SM-identifiability of a connected set
In [4, 15], we have proposed two methods for testing the global (µ-)SM-identifiability definition: the
first one is based on the Taylor Series approach, the second one on differential algebra. The latter
presents many advantages. The first one is that it reduces the SM- identifiability study of the model
to the study of a real rational function whose range is the parameter domain of the model. The second
one is that this approach leads to a numerical method given a first estimation of the parameters of
the model ([14, 15]). In [4, 15], equivalent conditions between the definition of µ-SM-identifiability
and the injectivity of a real rational function has been proved and is recalled below. In this paper, we
present an equivalent condition between the definition of SM-identiability and the restricted-partial
injectivity of the same real rational function.
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The differential algebra [7] permits to obtain differential polynomials linking outputs, inputs
and parameters which can be expressed as [14]:
wi(y, u, p) = m
i
0(y, u) +
∑ni
k=1 θ
i
k(p)m
i
k(y, u), i = 1, . . . ,m, (2.2)
where (θik(p))1≤k≤ni are rational in p, θ
i
u 6= θiv (u 6= v), (mik(y, u))0≤k≤ni are differential polyno-
mials with respect to y, u and mi0(y, u) 6≡ 0.
{θik(p)1≤k≤ni} is called the exhaustive summary of wi.
The size of the system is the number of outputs. For the time being, we suppose that i = 1,
that is there is one output and n1 = n, w1 = w, m1k(y, u) = mk(y, u). The case of fewer outputs
will be seen at the end of this section.
Consider t+0 the right limit of t0
2 and l the higher order derivative of y in (2.2). Hereafter,
∆w(y, u) will design the functional determinant formed from the {mk(y, u)}1≤k≤n. The following
theorem permits to obtain necessary and sufficient conditions for having global SM-identifiability or
µ-SM-identifiability.
Theorem 2.5. Assume that the functional determinant ∆w(y, u) is not identically equal to zero.
Consider P ∗ a connected subset of UP .
If the function φ : p = (p1, . . . , pp) 7→ (θ1(p), . . . , θn(p), y(t+0 , p), . . . , y(l−1)(t+0 , p)) is (P ∗,UP)-
restricted injective (resp. (P ∗,UP)-injective) thenP ∗ is globally SM-identifiable (resp. µ-SM-identifiable).
In the two cases, if the coefficient of y(l) in (2.2) is not equal to 0 at t0, then the reciprocal is valid 3.
Proof – The proof is an easily extension of the one proposed in [4].
Remark – In the case of m outputs, the procedure is the following. For each of the m obtained
differential polynomials wi(y, u, p), the functional determinant is evaluated. If it is not identically
equal to zero, the associated exhaustive summary is added to the image of the function φ whose the
(restricted-)partial injectivity has to be studied.
2.4. Testing the SM-identifiability
The steps for proving the SM-identifiability’s definitions are summed up below.
1. Finding the differential polynomials wi in using, for example, the package DifferentialAlgebra
of Maple.
2. Evaluate the functional determinants and construct the function φ.
3. Verify the (restricted-)partial injectivity of the function φ.
The proposed method consists in reducing the study of SM-identifiability’s definitions to the
study of the (restricted)-partial injectivity of the function φ whose range corresponds to the admis-
sible parameter set of the model. The domains on which the function is restricted-partial injective
but not partial injective will correspond to global SM-identifiable sets and domains on which the
function φ is partially injective will correspond to µ-SM-identifiable sets.
In the following section, an algorithm to determine the SM-identifiable sets in the parameter
space is proposed. It is based on interval analysis tools whose main advantage is that it guarantees
numerical solutions provided as sets.
2t+0 is considered to ensure the existence of derivatives.
3When initial conditions are not considered, the function φ becomes φ : p = (p1, . . . , pp) 7→ (θ1(p), . . . , θn(p)) and the
reciprocal of the theorem is not yet valid.
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3. Determination of the (µ-)SM-identifiable sets
The proposed algorithms find the connected sets in the range of a continuous differentiable function
such that, for each of them, their image is distinct to the one obtained from their complementary in
the parameter space. Afterwards, they will be named SM-identifiable sets to be put in correspondence
with the SM-identifiable sets defined from the model Γ. It takes back the algorithm of Lagrange et
al. ([8] [9]) called ITVIA (for Injectivity Test Via Interval Analysis) which partitions the domain of a
differentiable function into two domains: an undetermined domain not proved partially injective and
a partial injective domain. The latter corresponds to a list of µ-SM-identifiable sets. To complete the
partition, we have to find the SM-identifiable sets in the undetermined domain.
Denote f : Rn → Rm (f ∈ C1) a differentiable vector function defined over a given
n-dimensional box [x] ∈ IRn, where IR is the set of all intervals and [f ] its inclusion function
[6]. Regarding to [3], a subpaving of [x] is a set of non-overlapping boxes included in [x]. A sub-
paving can be considered either as a collection (list) of boxes K =
{
[x](1), [x](2), ...
}
or as a union
K = [x](1)
⋃
[x](2)
⋃
.... Hence, a subpaving can either be viewed as discrete subset of IRn or as
a convex subset of Rn. Subpavings permit to approximate convex sets with arbitrary precision. A
regular subpaving is a subpaving generated by successive bisections and it can be easily represented
by a binary tree.
After obtaining a paving of µ-SM-identifiable sets by the algorithm ITVIA, we determine its
complementary and, to complete the work, we proceed as in Image evaluation [6]. Firstly, we con-
sider a subpaving with boxes of width smaller than  (mince step). Secondly, we find SM-identifiable
sets as a list of non-overlapped boxes (evaluate step). Finally, we transform this list to a regular sub-
paving (regularize step).
We begin by the case m = 1 and then we generalize our algorithm to the multidimensional case.
3.1. Case of unidimensional functions
Let {P} a collection (list) of non overlapped boxes included in [x], we introduce the following
notations. N corresponds to the length of the list {P}. max[f ],{P} (resp. min[f ],{P}) denotes the
sequence of the maximal value (resp. the minimal value) of [f ] on each box of {P} and the two
following, Max[f ],{P}+ and Min[f ],{P}+ (resp. Max[f ],{P}− and Min[f ],{P}−), the maximal
and minimal values of the sequence max[f ],{P} (resp. min[f ],{P}). Then, iMax and iMin are the
minimal corresponding indexes. Finally,  is the maximal diameter of the boxes considered in the
list {P}. Mathematically, these definitions can be rewritten under the form:
• length({P}) = N ,
• max[f ],{P} = {max([f ]({P}i)), 1 ≤ i ≤ N} ∈ RN ,
• min[f ],{P} = {min([f ]({P}i)), 1 ≤ i ≤ N} ∈ RN ,
• Max[f ],{P}+ = max(max[f ],{P}) ∈ R,
• Max[f ],{P}− = max(min[f ],{P}) ∈ R,
• Min[f ],{P}− = min(min[f ],{P}) ∈ R,
• Min[f ],{P}+ = min(max[f ],{P}) ∈ R,
•  = w({P})i=1,...,N = max1≤i≤n(w({P}i)) where w represents paving width. 4
Example 1:
In order to illustrate these notations, the following function f defined by:
f(x) = sin(10(x− 0.1)2)/x, where [x] ∈ [0.1, 2], (3.1)
is represented at Figure 2. {P} consists of equal boxes of width  = 0.05 in [0.1, 2].
4If [x] = [x, x] then w([x]) = x− x .
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FIGURE 2. Illustration of the notations, to simplify, the subscript {[f ], {P}} is omitted.
3.1.1. Second maximum and second minimum. The aim of the two following sections is to iso-
late the domain around the maximum (resp. minimum) of f which constitutes a SM-identifiable set
as the interval [0.2; 0.6] at Figure 2. For doing this, one has to determine first the second maximum
of f (resp. minimum), in particular the lower and the upper values of the box containing this second
maximum (resp. minimum). The lower value will be denoted SMax[f ],{P}− and the upper value,
SMax[f ],{P}+ (see Figure 2).
While Max[f ],{P}+ and Max[f ],{P}− can be directly evaluated from max([f ]({P})), we pro-
pose Algorithm 1 for evaluating SMax[f ],{P}+ or SMax[f ],{P}−. There, SMax[f ],{P}+ and
SMax[f ],{P}− are computed in replacing M ∈ RN by max([f ]({P})) and min([f ]({P})), re-
spectively. For example, consider that M = max([f ]({P})).
In this algorithm, we findMax[f ],{P}+, that is the maximum value of the list max([f ]({P})) and
we initialize a list named {L} by the corresponding box ofMax[f ],{P}+ in {P}. Then, we find the
next maximum value of max([f ]({P})). If its corresponding box [x]temp in {P} is connected to
one of the component of {L}, that is it intersects one of the box of {L} (see [6] for the definition
of connected box), we add it to {L} and we continue. If there exists a box [x]temp not connected
with one of the box of {L}, one gets the box containing the second maximum of the function f .
The second maximum is named disconnected afterwards, an example is shown at Figure 2. If all the
boxes [x]temp are connected with one of the box of {L} then the second maximum is found at the
boundary, i.e. at {P}1 or {P}N .
The same work can be done in order to find SMin[f ],{P}+ andMin[f ],{P}−.
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Algorithm 1 SMax =SecondMax({P} , M )
Input: {P} , M
Output: SMax
Initialization: {L} = ∅
Max = max(M)
iMax = mini (M(i) =Max)
{L} = {{P}iMax}
M(iMax) = −∞
for i = 1 :length({P})− 1 do
Maxtemp = max(M)
itemp = mini (M(i) =Maxtemp)
[x]temp = {P}itemp
if [x]temp connected to {L} then
{L} = {L, [x]temp}
M(itemp) = −∞
else SMax =Maxtemp, it is disconnected, return
end if
end for
SMax =Maxtemp
3.1.2. Relation between partitioning and second maximum, minimum. For the final step, we
construct the SM-identifiable set defined around the maximum or minimum value of f . Indeed,
when we search the second maximum or minimum, we obtain the list of boxes {L} whose image,
by the function f , is not connected with its complementary. However, we are not insure to obtain
a connected set. For being convinced, see for example the second figure of Figure 3. Owing to the
third box, we do not obtained a connected set. First, let us define the list of boxes {L}+[f ],{P},a
(resp. {L}−[f ],{P},a) such that their image by the inclusion function has their minimum upper (resp.
maximum lower) than a.
Definition 3.1. The list of boxes {L}+[f ],{P},a is defined by:
{L}+[f ],{P},a = {{P}i , min([f ]({P}i)) ≥ a} (3.2)
Definition 3.2. The list of boxes {L}−[f ],{P},a is defined by:
{L}−[f ],{P},a = {{P}i , max([f ]({P}i)) ≤ a} . (3.3)
The notion of connected lists formed of intervals is introduced before giving a sufficient con-
dition for having a connected SM-identifiable set in [x].
Definition 3.3. A list {L} formed of intervals is said connected if the union of its components is an
interval of R.
Proposition 3.4.
In (3.2), for a = SMax[f ],{P}+, if the list {L}+[f ],{P},a is a connected set, then it is a SM-identifiable
set. We denote it by {L}+SMI,[f ],{P}.
Proof – The list {L}+[f ],{P},a corresponds, by construction, to the list of boxes not having a
common intersection with its complementary. Concretely, the image {L}+[f ],{P},a of f is distinct
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FIGURE 3. Connected and non connected sets.
with its complementary image. Since {L}+[f ],{P},a is supposed to be connected, it constitutes a SM-
identifiable set.
Similarly, one gets the following proposition.
Proposition 3.5.
In (3.3), for a = SMin[f ],{P}−, if the list {L}−[f ],{P},a is a connected set, then it is a SM-identifiable
set. We denote it by {L}−SMI,[f ],{P}.
Figure 3 providing by Equation (3.1) illustrates the importance of the connected property ver-
ification.
In the first Figure, one gets a = SMax[f ],{P}+ = max([f ]({P}7)),
{L}+[f ],{P},a = {{P}2 , {P}3 , {P}4 , {P}5} and it can be easily seen that {L}+[f ],{P},a is the list
{L}+SMI,[f ],{P} since it is connected. Notice that SMax[f ],{P}− is the lower bound of a sub-list.
However, in the second Figure, {L}+[f ],{P},a = {{P}2 , {P}4 , {P}5} is no more connected and can
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not be a SM-identifiable set.
Algorithm 2 is used to find the connected sets verifying Proposition 3.4. In this algorithm,
two lists {L1} and {L2} verify {L1} = {L2}, if they are composed of the same elements even in
different order. Moreover, the notation [xa] designates the component {P}i of the list {P} for which
min([f ]({P}i)) = a.
Algorithm 2 {L}+SMI,[f ],{P} = ConnectedSet+({P} , max[f ],{P}, min[f ],{P})
Input:{P}, max[f ],{P}, min[f ],{P}
Output: {L}+SMI,[f ],{P}
Initialization: a = SMax[f ],{P}+, {L1} = ∅, {L2} = {L}+[f ],{P},a
while {L2} 6= {L1} do
{L1} = {L2}
a = SMax−[f ],{L1} (in using Algorithm 1)
{L2} = {L}+[f ],{L1},a
if a is a disconnected maximum then
{L2} = {L2} − [xa]
end if
end while
{L}+SMI,[f ],{P} = {L2}
Another algorithm can be deduced in substituting + and max by − and min in order to find
{L}−SMI,[f ],{P}.
3.1.3. Final algorithms. Algorithms 3 and 4 are the final algorithms which determine the SM-
identifiable sets in the definition domain of a function and take again the previous Algorithms 1 and
2. {U}SMI,[f ],{P} corresponds to the set of the two lists {L}+SMI,[f ],{P} and {L}−SMI,[f ],{P}.
Algorithm 3 {U}SMI,[f ],{P} =SMISet1([f ], {P})
Input: [f ], {P}
Output: {U}SMI,[f ],{P}
Initialization: {U+} = ∅, {U−} = ∅, {L1} = {P}
{U+} = {L}+SMI,[f ],{L1} (in using Algorithm 2)
1 : {L2} = {L1} − {U+}
{U−} = {L}−SMI,[f ],{L2} (in using Algorithm 2 and in substituting + and max by − and
min)
{U}SMI,[f ],{P} = {{U+} , {U−}}
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Algorithm 4 {U}SMI,[f ],{P} =SMISet2([f ], {P})
Input: [f ], {P}
Output: {U}SMI,[f ],{P}
Initialization: {U+} = ∅, {U−} = ∅, {L2} = {P}
{U−} = {L}−SMI,[f ],{L2}(in using Algorithm 2 in substituting + and max by − and min)
1 : {L1} = {L2} − {U−}
{U+} = {L}+SMI,[f ],{L1} (in using Algorithm 2)
{U}SMI,[f ],{P} = {{U+} , {U−}}
As it can be seen, these algorithms are different only in the order of treating the partitions {U+}
and {U−}. In addition, line 1, consisting in the subtraction of two lists, prevents the apparition of
the same boxes in {U+} and {U−}.
3.2. The case of multidimensional functions
In this section, we consider the case m > 1. We suppose that an interval vector function [f ] =
[ [f1], ..., [fm] ] and a subpaving {P} of [x] are available. The main idea of Algorithm 5 consists
in applying Algorithms 3 or 4 consecutively on each component of the vector [f ]. For example,
Algorithm 3 is applied with [f1] and the list {P}. Suppose that it gives the list {U}SMI,[f1],{P}
of SM-identifiable sets. Algorithm 3 is then reapplied with [f2] and {P} − {U}SMI,[f1],{P}. The
process goes on until the last component of the function [f ].
Based on Algorithms 3 and 4, Agorithm 5 has been implemented.
Algorithm 5 {U}SMI,[f ],{P} =SMISetN1([f ], {P})
Input: [f ], {P}
Output: {U}SMI,[f ],{P}
Initialization: {U+} = ∅, {U−} = ∅, {L1} = {P}
for i=1:m do
{U+}i = {L}+SMI,[fi],{L1} (in using Algorithm 2 in substituting [f ] and {P} by [fi] and
{L1} )
{L2} = {L1} − {U+}i
{U−}i = {L}−SMI,[fi],{L2} (in using Algorithm 2 in substituting [f ] and {P} by [fi] and
{L2} )
{L1} = {L2} − {U−}i
end for
{U}SMI,[f ],{P} = {{U+} , {U−}}
However, as in the case of m = 1, other algorithms can be considered, for example the follow-
ing algorithm:
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FIGURE 4. (a): list of overlapped boxes , (b): external regular subpaving
Algorithm 6 {U}SMI,[f ],{P} =SMISetN2([f ], {P})
Input: [f ], {P}
Output: {U}SMI,[f ],{P}
Initialization: {U+} = ∅, {U−} = ∅, {L2} = {P}
for i=1:m do
{U−}i = {L}−SMI,[fi],{L2}
{L1} = {L2} − {U−}i
{U+}i = {L}+SMI,[fi],{L1}
{L2} = {L1} − {U+}i
end for
{U}SMI,[f ],{P} = {{U+} , {U−}}
Changing the order of the interval functions, [fi], i = 1, ...,m and also the order of computing
partitions {U−}i and {U+}i, altogether, there can be (2m)! algorithms like Algorithms 5 and 6.
3.3. Regularization
In [6], in order to evaluate the image of a function at a domain set, three main sequential steps,
mince, evaluate and regularize are introduced. In Sections 3.3 and 3.4, the two first steps, the mince
and the evaluate ones have been explained. In this section, the last step, i.e. the regularization is
realized. Figure 4 illustrates an example of the regularization step based on the algorithm presented
in [6]. This algorithm can also be applied to a list composing of overlapped or non overlapped boxes.
However, as it can be seen in Figure 4, the initial list, here consisting of overlapped boxes in Figure
4 (a), is inside the regular subpaving of the Figure 4 (b), or, in other words, the subpaving is an
external regular subpaving. If we apply this algorithm to a list of SM-identifiable sets, some parts of
the initial domain which are not SM-identifiable will be included in the obtained regular subpaving.
To cope with this problem, the Algorithm 7 is proposed to find a regular subpaving inside a list.
However, the list must only consist of non overlapped boxes which is fortunately the case of a list of
SM-identifiable sets found by the method presented in the previous sections.
In this algorithm, the function named volume and applied to an interval box [x] = [[x1] [x2] ...[xn]]T ∈
IRn is defined as: volume([x]) = (x1 − x1)× (x2 − x2)× ...× (xn − xn) with [xi] = [xi,xi] for
i = 1, . . . , n.
To explain how this algorithm works, we consider the simple case n = 2. In this case, since
[x] is a rectangle, the function volume consists in evaluating its surface. Beginning by the convex
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Algorithm 7 {PR} =InternalRegularization({P} , )
Input: {P} , 
Output: {PR}
Initialization: {PR} = ∅, {L} = ∅
[a] =
⋃
i {P}i
{L} = {[a]}
while {L} 6= ∅ do
[x] = {L}1
vx=volume([x])
vt =
∑
i volume({P}i
⋂
[x])
if vt 6= 0 then
if |vt − vx| < 0.01vx then
Add [x] to the end of {PR}
else
if width([x]) >  then
[x1,x2] = bisect([x])
{L} = {L, [x1], [x2]}
end if
end if
end if
if length({L}) > 1 then
{L} = {L}2:end
end if
end while
union of the paving {P}, we construct a list by consecutive bisections as explained in that follows.
At each iteration, we get the first element of the last list, i.e. [x], and we evaluate its surface, i.e.
vx. We compute also the surface of this element which is covered by the paving, i.e. vt. If vt exists,
and if its difference with vx is very small comparing to vx, then [x] is accepted and is added to the
response list {PR}. If vx exists but the difference is large and [x] is wide compared to the precision
, then we bisect [x] and we add the results to the end of the last list. The new list is produced. Recall
that the elements of {P} do not intersect and consequently {P}i ∩ [x] do not have intersection with
{P}j ∩ [x] for all i, j from 1 to length({P}), i 6= j. This property enables us to compare sum of the
surfaces {P}i ∩ [x], i.e. vt, with the surface of [x], i.e. vx.
Figure 5 shows the difference between internal and external regular subpavings found for a
list. As it can be seen, the list consists of non overlapped boxes (Figure 8 (a)), the internal regular
subpaving is inside the list (Figure 8 (b)), and the external regular subpaving is outside the list (Figure
8 (c)).
4. Examples
Example 2: Consider the Bernoulli equation y˙(t) = −p21y(t)+p22y(t)2 and let us applied the steps
proposed at section 2.4.
1. We have directly
w(y, p) = y˙(t) + p21y(t)− p22y(t)2. (4.1)
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FIGURE 5. (a): list of non overlapped boxes, (b): internal regular subpaving (c):
external regular subpaving
2. Its functional determinant is equal to y˙y2 which is not identically equal to zero.
In that case, the function φ is defined by φ : R2 → R2,
φ(p) =
[
p21
−p22
]
3. Algorithm 5 is used with a regular paving such that its resolution is  = 0.05. The results
are illustrated in Figure 6 after regularization. Light gray, dark gray and black color boxes
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correspond to SM-identifiable sets but which are not µ SM-identifiable. The state gray color
box represents the µ-SM-identifiable sets.
With Algorithm 6, we do not obtain such SM-identifiable sets.
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FIGURE 6. Example 2: State gray: µ-SM-identifiable set, light Grays and Black:
SM-identifiable sets.
Example 3: Consider the following example: x˙1(t) = x1(t) + x2(t) + u(t), x1(0) = p1(1 + sin(p1)− p2 sin(p1)) + p2 cos(p1),x˙2(t) = −x21(t)− ((1− p2)p1 cos(p1)− p2 sin(p1)− 2p2)x1x2, x2(0) = 0,
y = x1.
(4.2)
1. By setting c1 = cos(p1) and c2 = sin(p1), the Rosenfeld-Groebner algorithm, implemented in
the package DifferentialAlgebra of Maple gives the following differential polynomial:
w(y, u, p) = −u˙− y˙ + y¨ + y2 + ((1− p2)p1 cos(p1)− p2 sin(p1)− 2p2)(y˙y − uy − y2). (4.3)
2. Clearly the associated functional determinant is not identically equal to zero. Suppose too that
u(0) = 0, then the following function φ : R2 → R2 can be considered:
φ(p) =
[
(1− p2)p1 cos(p1)− p2 sin(p1)− 2p2
p1(1 + sin(p1)− p2 sin(p1)) + p2 cos(p1)
]
.
3. Choosing  = 0.01 and Algorithm 5, the results illustrated in Figure 7 are obtained.
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FIGURE 7. Example 3: State gray: µ-SM-identifiable sets, Black: SM-identifiable sets.
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5. Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a guaranteed method in order to determine, in the parameter space of
a model, the (µ-)SM-identifiable sets, each of them corresponding to different output behaviors
from their complementary. For doing this, differential algebra tools have been used for obtaining
differential polynomials. From them, a real function depending only on the parameters has been
constructed. We show that the domains on which this function is partially injective correspond to µ-
SM-identifiable sets, otherwise if the function verifies only the restricted-partial injectivity, the corre-
sponding domain determines SM-identifiable sets. An algorithm based on interval analysis tools has
been proposed to determine the SM-identifiable sets in the function’s range, the latter corresponding
to parameter space. Finally, Two examples have been provided in order to study the SM-identifibility
of the model.
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